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Synopsis
Planes flying in and out of Heathrow fly at varying heights at the same geographical position. BA, the biggest user, flies
aircraft considerably lower than many other airlines. This causes life changing extra noise for residents underneath. At
one point (Datchet) the difference in noise under departing planes could be as much as 18 decibels according to the
results from xPlane and the noise table provided by NATS.
Heathrow does not operate an ICAO noise abatement procedure for departures as set out in the ICAO guidance. The
Aeronautical Information Publication does provide that aircraft shall at all times be operated in a manner which is
calculated to cause the least disturbance practicable in areas surrounding the aerodrome. It is the opinion of the
communities that this is not being followed. The communities consider that operating the ICAO NADP1 procedure in
accordance with ICAO guidance up to 4,500’ on departure and continuous descents upon arrival would a give very
substantial noise reduction, and wish for these measures to be introduced at the earliest opportunity
It is vital that the communities surrounding Heathrow have access to independent expert advice on the effects of
aircraft operations. This is evidenced by the inaccurate information given by the industry, with specific examples from
the CAA and BA, and the effective verification by To70 of the statements made for many years by the communities
affected
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Low flying
aircraft cause
increased
noise and
suffering to
communities
affected by the
airport

This paper is about the low rates of climb of departing aircraft as well as the shallow approaches
into Heathrow and the needless suffering from increased noise that this brings upon communities
around Heathrow. In our view Heathrow should manage its operations to cause as little suffering
and hurt to people affected as it reasonably can. We say that it is failing in this respect.
Representatives of communities affected by Heathrow’s operations have been talking to Heathrow
through the Heathrow Community Noise Forum (HCNF) for some 6 years now with correspondence
going back to November 2014.
Heathrow does not operate any ICAO listed noise abatement procedure on departure. It has its
own procedure in the Aeronautical Information Publication. Essentially, the obligation is for
departing flights to attain 1,000’ by 6.5 kilometres from start of roll and thereafter to climb at a rate
of no less than 4% up to 4,000’. There is an overriding duty in paragraph 12 that
“the aircraft shall at all times be operated in a manner which is calculated to cause the least
disturbance practicable in areas surrounding the aerodrome”.
Communities around Heathrow are of the view that some airlines (most notably BA which is the
biggest user of Heathrow) fail to comply with their least disturbance duty in this respect
For arrivals, the Aeronautical Information Publication says
“ Where the aircraft is approaching the aerodrome to land it shall commensurate with its ATC
clearance minimise noise disturbance by the use of continuous descent and low power, low
drag operating procedures.” [para. 9 section 2.21]
Very few people under the inward flight path being woken relentlessly at 4.30am would agree that
this procedure is being followed!
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CAP1191
on airline
departure
profiles
for the
B787

An example of a slow rate of climb:
The CAA in their report CAP1191 give the climbing profiles for the
then new Boeing 787. It can be seen below that the BA rate of climb
for the B 787 is substantially lower than all other airlines up to 18
kilometres (9.7 nautical miles) from start of roll.
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BA is the lowest
all the way from
5.5kms from
start of roll to
18kms
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Departures
NADP1

Departures
There are two internationally recognised noise abatement departure profiles – NADP (Noise
Abatement Departure Procedure) 1 and NADP2. NADP1 is intended to provide noise
reduction for noise sensitive areas in close proximity (up to 12.5 miles/20 kilometres) to the
departure end of the runway. NADP2 provides noise reduction to areas more distant from the
runway end (over 20km/12.5m). These are set out in the ICAO document 8168
Briefly, the procedures are:

versus

NADP2

For both procedures the manufacturer’s recommendation for take-off is observed to 800’.
There is no noise abatement under this height in either ICAO procedure. For both NADP1 and
2 there is then a power reduction at no lower than 800’ if the aircraft are at high thrust.
NADP1: flaps are left in the down position so that the plane has the maximum amount of
lift. The energy from the engines is concentrated on the lift as soon as possible after take-off.
The aircraft gains height as soon as possible. At the appropriate time, the flaps are retracted
and the plane accelerates to en route speed.
NADP2: the flaps are retracted at no less than 800’ and then the plane accelerates but
undergoes a slower climb before transition to normal en route speed.
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Height
reduces
noise on
the
ground

Height reduces the noise dramatically. The further away is the noise source, the lower will
be the effect upon the recipients. It is obvious, but NATS and the CAA produced a helpful
noise table shown below, as appendix J of their London airspace consultation of 2013,
showing the amount of noise reduction expected with increased height.
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Height
reduces
noise on
the ground

You can see highlighted on the table above that with a relatively large 250 seat twin
engine aircraft the difference between 3,000’ and 4,000’ is 4 decibels. Getting to
5,000’ as opposed to 3,000’ the difference in LAmax is suggested to be 8 dB LAmax
– a very substantial noise reduction
The CAA has produced a paper on continuous climbs and the noise reduction. Now
the community noise groups have got the help of aviation noise experts, To70. To70
has presented a paper to the HCNF. In that paper they set out the substantial
benefits in using the NADP1 procedure at Heathrow. Unhappily the funding for
To70 has been withdrawn by Heathrow. It is absolutely imperative that it is restored
at the earliest opportunity, since without access to proper professional advice of
their own, the communities affected by Heathrow operations will not get the
necessary information to protect either their own interests and wellbeing but also
the interest of the environment
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Population
benefitting from
reduced loudness of
aircraft noise

To70 presentation to the H.C.N.F.
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The above diagram shows the dramatically reduced exposure to noise for the vast
majority of affected residents by using the steeper climbs.

You would think that this would be a no brainer. Why deliberately inflict increased
noise upon people under the flight path? This is nothing new. We have been trying
to get action on this since 2014!
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Response of BA to To70
BA, which is one of the worst airlines for low flying, on the presentation of To70, responded not with any great (or
hoped for) enthusiasm or demonstration to improve, but rather what appears to be stonewalling. According to the
HCNF minutes BA’s response to To70 is as follows:

Taken from H.C.N.F. minutes of 27th January 2021
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On the points that BA have raised, we in the communities
surrounding respond as follows:

1. BA saying that the study was only on one flight path:

BA response.
Argument 1
Only one flight path
studied

BA only have to talk to the people on the ground all around Heathrow to find out that low flying causes a
huge increase in noise. If BA think otherwise then why? What evidence do they have? They and Heathrow

are the operators. Why have they not produced this evidence considering this has been discussed since
2014? Why do the ICAO recommend this procedure in their Guidance? Why do airports in other countries
adopt this procedure?

The xPlane results (shown below) show a similar trait on flight paths in both an easterly and westerly
direction of flight paths
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2. BA would like to see who was adversely affected by NADP1. On reading the To70 paper
BA will see that the answer is no one! There will be no “winners and losers” as BA say –
BA response.
Argument 2

only winners. If Heathrow and/or BA think that there are losers, who are these losers
and how much do they lose? Heathrow and BA have had since 2014 to find out. The
reduction in thrust is operated with both procedures. The report of To70 shows that not

Who will be
adversely affected?

only is the Lmax noise reduced but so is the overall “dosage” under the SEL metric. Lmax
is the maximum amount of noise. The SEL also includes the duration of the noise event.

From the diagrams below if can be seen that there are no people experiencing
increased loudness and there are substantial reductions in noise in all the noise bands
Similarly under the SEL (Sound Exposure Level) metric there is no one suffering more
noise over the entire noise event. There simply are no losers.
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LAmax

No increase in
noise
(loudness)
anywhere
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SEL (Sound Exposure Level) to include duration of noise exposure

Added key
Sound exposure
levels, including the
duration of noise
exposure, show a
decrease in noise in
the centre line. No
red colouring
shows no increase
in noise exposure
elsewhere
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This slide shows a Boeing 787 and the
considerable savings in 70dB and 65dB noise
bands. The 60dB noise band is slightly different in that
the NADP1 at 3,000’ stretches very slightly further out.
This is because the speed of the NADP2 is higher and it is climbing
more further out. However, 60dB is very different from 70dB and
the difference can be completely nullified by using NADP1 to 4,500’

Richmond Park

Wimbledon and
Putney
Commons

Wimbledon
Park
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3. BA “observe that an acceleration above 3,000’ is not usual for NADP1”. It
BA response.
Argument 3

may not be usual for BA but other airlines do operate a steep climb at
Heathrow (quite often foreign airlines which operate steep climbs at
home). Thus we have an ANA long haul to Tokyo on the 11th September
2017 reaching over 4,500’ by the time that many BA long haul planes only

Acceleration above
3,000’ not usual

reach less than half that. Just one minute earlier a BA short haul plane to
Madrid took over 14 kilometres to get to just 4,200’. The ANA long haul
had got to over 5,200’ by then. Quite often BA planes do not get to more
than 3,000’ by 14 kilometres from start of roll

We see the diagrams and results below:
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ANA
long haul flight
to Tokyo
(9,600
kilometres)
comp to BA
short haul to
Madrid (1,270
kilometres)

5,246’ at 14.5 kms
from start of roll

4,895’ at
11 kms from
Start of roll

1 minute earlier a BA flight to
Madrid flew over Legoland at 4,186’
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Compare
with BA at
3,018’ at 14.5
kms from
start of roll –
BA flight from
London to
Los Angeles
(8,800
kilometres)

3,018’ by 14.5
kms from start of
roll
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Distances from start of roll up to
14.5 kilometres on the above two
routes shown on Google Maps

14.5kms

14.5 kms
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xPlane

In the next slide we see from the records of xPlane that over a
randomly selected pre-pandemic period of 7 days in March 2019, the
huge differences in height, between 2,500’ and 5,000’+ of long haul
planes over Eton Wick (14.5kms from start of roll). BA are the lowest at
2,546’. One of the most striking things about this xPlane report is the
vast difference in heights achieved by different airlines with similar
aircraft even still close to the airport

This replicates the CAA findings on the departure profiles of the B 787
shown above
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Heights at Eton Wick
for week starting 16th
March 2019. Heavy
aircraft in dark with
highest at 5,758’
Highest heavy plane
is two and a quarter
times higher than the
lowest
Planes arranged by
category with black
as heavy

Highest heavy plane at 5,758’

BA the lowest at 2,546’
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At Datchet, nearer in than Eton Wick, (11kms from start of roll), there is an even wider discrepancy. The next slide
shows the lowest BA flight at 1,237’, with Virgin at 1,184’ being the lowest, and the highest heavy aircraft at 4,428’.

Under the NATS Appendix J chart the highest plane will be some 18 decibels Lmax less loud on the ground than the
lowest plane (90 dB less 72 dB = 18 dB Lmax – see chart extract below on this page)

Living underneath the flight path, the difference between the two is quite simply enormous – life changing in fact!
extract

Up to an 18 decibel
saving by planes flying
higher
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Planes at Datchet
with highest Heavy
at 4,428’. Lowest at
1,184’ and lowest
BA at 1,237’
Highest heavy
plane is over three
and a half times
higher than lowest
Planes arranged by
category with green
as heavy
7 days starting 24th
March 2019
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Similarly on easterlies, we see at Teddington the discrepancy between best and worst aircraft

UAE the worst at 1,624’, but BA nearly the worst at just 1,831’

The highest was at 4,344’ (over two and a half times higher than the lowest).
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Heavy and super
heavy planes over
Teddington on the
Dover Route.
Highest at 4,344’.
Lowest at 1,624’
with lowest BA at
1,831’
Highest heavy
plane is over two
and a half times
higher than lowest

Difference in noise between
the highest and the lowest
up to 15 decibels

7 days from 5th
April 2019
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4.

BA’s expectation that “the carbon disbenefits would be large”……..

BA Response.
Argument 4:
“the carbon
disbenefits would be
large”

They will not be large! The To70 report shows that extra fuel burn is shown by To70 to be
almost nothing – just 0.5%. That is also supported by the CAA in their report CAP1165
(see below). That will be tiny compared to the extra fuel burn incurred by the additional
weight of tankering fuel by some airlines including BA – see example at (and below)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-50365362
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Additional fuel burn for NADP1 over 2 = just 0.5%. The
proportion as a percentage of the total flight would be even
less with a long haul flight where the proportion of take-off
time to the total flight time is lower
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So why would an airport or an airline deliberately use a flight format that
causes more people more noise and suffering? The CAA in the document
CAP1165 entitled “Managing Aviation Noise” produced in 2014 say:

Why would an
airport or an
airline use a
flight format
that causes
more noise
and suffering?

“The effect [on fuel used] is greatest for short-haul flights, where the
climb phase is a greater proportion of overall fuel used, but even
then the fuel change is seldom more than 1%. For long-haul aircraft,
whilst the difference between two procedures may be larger in
absolute terms, it typically amounts to less than 0.5% of the overall
fuel used for a flight.”
Money – but the saving of only the most minute quantities with airlines
continuing to tanker. Any extra fuel used with consequent CO2 emissions is
dwarfed by the extra amounts used and emitted through tankering!
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There has been some suggestion that BA can save on engine wear
using a slow rate of climb. BA’s A380 pilot “Captain Dave” explains on
Twitter:

Is saving on
maintenance
costs a reason
for low flying?

Derate 3 climb,
which is the
lowest climb
power
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The NOx emissions are the same at ground level with reduced thrust NADP1

and lower from 1,000’; there is less NOx produced using NADP1 all the way up

Emissions

to 4,500’ as we see from To70 below, with consequent benefits to communities
in and around London. Studies have shown that emissions from aircraft can be
blown downwind for over 20 kilometres.
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NOx emissions lower with
NADP1 from 1,000’ – the
same lower down
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The
effects of
different
thrust
levels

To70 in their presentation to the HCNF have been meticulous
in distinguishing the different thrusts, their effects on noise
and the estimated number of people affected by an increase
or reduction in noise. Their table below shows this:
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The ICAO document number 9888 produced in 2010 contains a number

ICAO document
9888 on steeper
climbs and
continuous
descents. There
can be substantial
reductions in noise

of studies on noise reduction for both departures and arrivals. A study of
various airports in Japan showed a noise difference of between 2-9 dB
for departures calculated between NADP-1,-2 and steepest climb at 6
km from brake release point depending on aircraft type.
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For arrivals the same ICAO document 9888 shows the potential for
continuous descent arrivals to give a benefit of between 6 – 12 dBA for
communities underneath. So why are aircraft so low in south east
London?

Arrivals

In its latest consultation on the angle of arrival descent at Heathrow it
is said that “This area potentially impacted by SSA [Slightly Steeper
Approaches] is based on the extent of the final approaches for
Heathrow’s runways, extended from the runway threshold out to 10
nautical miles (NM) and so is the defined consultation zone.” Let us
look at this.
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Slide from Heathrow Consultation

Heathrow currently provide that aircraft should descend continuously at the rate of 3⁰ on the final glide slope but
are trialling an increased 3.2⁰ slope.
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So: what is the actual rate of descent?

Is it currently 3⁰ as claimed or is it lower? What of the trial at 3.2⁰?

For this illustration we will go back to 12.88 nautical miles (23.87 kilometres) to Denmark Hill which covers an
area severely affected by aircraft noise and which is represented on the HCNF.

Let us look at the graph of various approach angles with the aircraft heights produced by Heathrow:
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Extracts from the SSA Consultation
document show the glide slopes and the
minimum heights necessary in order to
maintain the angle of descent

To achieve a constant 3⁰ glide in to Heathrow:
At 10 NM planes should be at 3,185’
At 8 NM planes should be at 2,546’
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With an example of an arriving plane coming in at 3⁰, by King’s College
Hospital, Denmark Hill, south east London, the plane should have
descended to 4,104’ to give a continuous descent into Heathrow. That is
23.87 kilometres from touch down. By 18.52 kilometres (10 nm from
touchdown and the start of the Heathrow consultation area)
the plane should be at or above 3,184’ and by 14.82
kilometres it should be at or above 2,546’
(2,716’ at 3.2⁰ descent).

4104’

3,184’

2,546’
2,716’ at 3.2⁰

3⁰
23.87 kms
________________________________________________________________________________
Heathrow

8 nautical miles
14.82kms

10 nautical miles
18.52 kilometres

12.88 nautical miles
23.87 kilometres
Kings College Hospital,
Denmark Hill

AIP: “ Where the aircraft is approaching the aerodrome to land it shall commensurate with its ATC clearance minimise noise disturbance by the use of continuous descent and low power, low drag
operating procedures.” [para. 9 section 2.21]
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At Kings College Hospital, Denmark Hill which is 12.88 nautical miles (23.87 kilometres) from
touchdown, every airline coming into Heathrow flew a plane at a narrower angle than 3⁰ and below
4,104’. According to xPlane in the 7 days from the 5th May 2019 of 3,244 planes crossing, only 167
planes were higher than 4,000’ after applying the filter to take out planes lower than 4,000’. The results
showed the lowest BA plane to be at 3,100’ instead of 4,100’. If it were a small A319 the increase in
noise from 3,100’ compared to 4,100’ according to the NATS Appendix J tables would be 3dB – a 30%
increase in loudness.

xPlane
Results
for
arrivals

At Putney and 14.1 kilometres, 8 nautical miles, in the 7 days following the 22 nd May 2019 every airline
coming into Heathrow flew a plane at a narrower angle than 3⁰ and below 2,546’ with only 55 planes,
out of a total of 4,767 flying, above 2,500’ after applying the filter to take out planes lower than 2,500’.
The results showed the lowest BA plane to be at 2,156’ instead of 2,546’. If it were a small A319 the
increase in noise from 2,156’ compared to 2,546’ according to the NATS Appendix J tables would be
2.5dB. With a large twin engine plane the increase in noise would be 3dB - a 30% increase in loudness.
Heathrow say in their consultation that “It [Slightly Steeper Approach] increases an aircraft’s rate of
descent, reducing the amount of engine power required and helping to reduce the amount of noise
emitted”
Quite simply this is not happening. We suggest that funds be set aside for To70 to be immediately
commissioned to study the arrivals paths and report on the current state and whether aircraft are
descending too low and in an unnecessarily narrow swathe. They should investigate the possibility of
increasing the height of arriving aircraft and widening the swathe of flights
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23.87 kms
Kings College Hospital, Denmark Hill

Start date of sample

23.87 kms
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Kings College Hospital,
Denmark Hill.
During the 7 days starting on
the 5th May 2019, 3244
planes passed overhead. Of
those 3244, 167 were above
4,000’ (4,104’ necessary to
retain 3⁰)

3,244 planes

Lowest BA
flight

Using the filtering device we can see that out of 3,244
planes, 167 were over 4,000’
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8 NM from touchdown at Tideswell road, Putney

14.81 kms

Tideswell road, Putney

4767 planes
through the gate
during the 7 days
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Of 4,767 planes only 55 were above 2,500’
(2,546’ required to maintain 3⁰)

Of 4,767 planes, 618 were above 2,400’
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Conclusion of the ICAO Doc 9888 on
noise abatement procedures
*

**
*the Balanced Approach is the main overarching ICAO policy on aircraft noise adopted by EU member states and the UK government
**Air Navigation Service Provider
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Conclusions

1. There are simply enormous differences in height on departure between planes of the same
type travelling similar distances. BA are consistently near the bottom in height.
2. Heathrow and BA are not abiding by the obligation in the AIP to operate in a manner
calculated to cause least disturbance
3. The failure of Heathrow and BA to abide by this obligation and the failure to use the ICAO
recognised departure profile of NADP1 causes substantial suffering for more people than
necessary. At one point this was as much as 18 decibels effectively making the noise of the
lowest plane nearly 4 times higher than that of the highest plane
4. According to Heathrow’s xPlane app, there is a failure of aircraft descending into Heathrow
to maintain height in order to make even a 3⁰ level of descent let alone a descent of 3.2⁰
proposed in the Heathrow consultation on slightly steeper approaches.
5. There is a need for the communities to have independent expert advice. Enough people
suffer from the effects of low flying and there are enough inconsistencies from the industry
for there to be a need for communities to be independently represented.
6. Communities affected by Heathrow operations urge Heathrow and BA, its biggest user, to
introduce the ICAO NADP1 procedure in accordance with ICAO guidance up to 4,500’ on
departure as set out by To70, and also continuous descents upon arrival at the very least
maintaining a 3⁰ rate of descent. Introduction should be at the earliest opportunity with
rules to be enforced if necessary.
7. We suggest that neither Heathrow, nor BA as the biggest user, are engaging in “continued
development and optimisation of operational procedures” as recommended by the ICAO in
their document 9888. They should do so and their failure to do so and failure to abide by the
international guidance is causing needless suffering. There is plenty of medical evidence to
support the claim of harm caused by noise, but that is for another time.
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